Belarus, Data Sources

LIVE BIRTHS

Live births by age/cohort of mother


1987 - 1990: State Statistical Committee of the USSR (Goscomstat) [formerly Central Statistical Office of the USSR (TsSU)]. Unpublished tables (Annual reporting table P241, formerly Forma 2). Received from Tatyana Kharkova on 18.03.2010. Live births by Lexis squares. (RefCode 5, 6)


1978 - 1985: State Statistical Committee of the USSR (Goscomstat) [formerly Central Statistical Office of the USSR (TsSU)]. Unpublished tables (Annual reporting table Forma 2). Received from Tatyana Kharkova on 18.03.2010. Live births by Lexis squares. (RefCode 5)


Live births by age/cohort of mother and birth order


1987 - 1990: State Statistical Committee of the USSR (Goscomstat) [formerly Central Statistical Office of the USSR (TsSU)]. Unpublished tables (Annual reporting table P241, formerly Forma 2a). Received from Tatyana Kharkova on 18.03.2010. Live births by Lexis squares. (RefCode 5, 6)

1978 - 1985: State Statistical Committee of the USSR (Goscomstat) [formerly Central Statistical Office of the USSR (TsSU)]. Unpublished tables (Annual reporting table Forma 2a). Received from Tatyana Kharkova on 18.03.2010. Live births by Lexis squares. (RefCode 5)


**Live births by month**


1974-1990: State Statistical Committee of the USSR (Goscomstat) [formerly Central Statistical Office of the USSR (TsSU)]. Unpublished tables (Annual reporting table A11, formerly Forma 1). Received from Tatyana Kharkova on 18.03.2010. (RefCode 10)

1964-1973: Central Statistical Office of the USSR (TsSU). Unpublished tables (Annual reporting table Forma 1). The data were collected at the National Archive of the Republic of Belarus in Minsk. Received from Olga Grigorieva and Pavel Grigoriev on 31.07.2009. (RefCode 9)

**FEMALE POPULATION: Distribution by age and parity**

1989: State Statistical Committee of the USSR (Goscomstat) [formerly Central Statistical Office of the USSR (TsSU)]. Unpublished tables. Received from Tatyana Kharkova on 18.03.2010. (RefCode 12)


**FEMALE POPULATION: Exposure by age and year of birth**

1959-2016: Female exposure population by calendar year, age, and year of birth (Lexis triangles) is estimated using data on population size and deaths from the Human Mortality Database, which is available at http://www.mortality.org or http://www.humanmortality.de.